
Why Leverage

Education:  
Public Safety Communications published a two-part magazine 

article in 2011 authored by LEVERAGE and the Redlands Police 

Department. The article not only shares the success of their 

system, but of the participation of the community.

Security Industry Association (SIA) sponsored LEVERAGE to 

develop a presentation and host a panel discussion of public 

safety professionals. The session, titled “Proactive City-Wide 

Surveillance”, was conducted in 2013 at ASIS International’s 

59th Annual Seminar. 

Law Officer magazine published an article in May 2013 

authored by LEVERAGE titled the “All Seeing City”.  The article 

reveals the impact of a successfully deployed City-Wide IP 

Surveillance system and how to replicate it.

LEVERAGE was called upon to develop a presentation and host 

a panel discussion at ISC West in 2014 titled “The Winning 

Prescription for a Collaborative City-Wide Public Safety Surveil-

lance System”.

As City-Wide surveillance systems have primarily been a focus 

of public safety agencies, LEVERAGE realized the need to involve 

Information Technologies and was sponsored in 2016 by Munici-

pal Information Systems Association of California (MISAC) to 

present City-Wide surveillance from an IT perspective.

An industry leader in Municipal Surveillance, LEVERAGE has a track record 

of education, innovation, and successful deployments. The LEVERAGE Municipal Surveillance Practice 

serves communities by providing innovative consultative services, unparalleled expertise, and creative 

solutions to ensure success.
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Innovation:  
The Peer-to-Peer surveillance architecture patent awarded 

to LEVERAGE in May 2015 defines the parameters to meet 

Municipal Surveillance requirements. LEVERAGE DETECT®’s 

foundation is this method patent. LEVERAGE’s hardware 

and software elements built for municipalities represent 

years of dedication to provide the technology component 

for a successful City-Wide IP Surveillance system.

In July 2016, LEVERAGE was awarded a patent to assist 

municipalities during first responder events. Connection 

Node Providing Supplemental Bandwidth for Mobile Units 

was created to provide real-time video information via a 

unique network connectivity system providing awareness 

anywhere within a municipality during the crucial moments 

of critical incidents.

The LEVERAGE Surveillance Practice is committed to 

continuous improvement and helping communities achieve 

their goals. Our research and development efforts continue 

to improve the ability to serve our municipal partners.

Expertise:  
The City of Corona published an RFP for the unification of surveillance assets across the 

City. The “City Unified Camera Systems” RFP was awarded to LEVERAGE in February 2014. 

The City identified approximately 450 existing surveillance cameras deployed in dispa-

rate systems across multiple departments, including Police, City Hall, Water and Power, 

Field Services, Parks and Recreation, and Traffic. Unification and expansion of the system 

is in progress, including multiple City Departments. The surveillance network supports 

over 600 cameras in a multi-cast network environment.

The City of Inglewood contracted with LEVERAGE via a piggyback agreement with anoth-

er Southern California municipality. The original project included wireless infrastructure 

and surveillance for a Water Treatment facility and well sites. In 2014 this City-Wide 

surveillance system was expanded with three separate projects. In 2015, another expan-

sion project providing additional street intersection surveillance was awarded to LEVER-

AGE. An additional street and park surveillance project was awarded in 2016. We are 

working with the City for many other surveillance expansion initiatives, including City 

Facilities, Parking Structures, and intersections throughout the City.

The City of Victorville initially deployed a City-Wide camera system in 2009/10 with a 

different surveillance partner with less than desired results. The City of Victorville then 

contracted with LEVERAGE to remediate their wireless infrastructure, the VMS Core 

Network, and network edge devices to bring the entire solution up to satisfactory opera-

tion. The initial phase was awarded to LEVERAGE in the fall of 2014, and was expanded 

in 2015. In January 2016 LEVERAGE was contracted to expand the City-Wide system for 

DWP and parks with many more cameras, all monitored by Public Safety personnel via 

LEVERAGE’s Detect VMS Solution. 

Many other cities have put their trust in LEVERAGE, including Anaheim, Banning, Beaumont, 

Covina, Hemet, Los Angeles (Venice Beach), Menifee, Rancho Cucamonga, Redlands, 

and Yucaipa, among others.
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